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EGG-TIMER
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A PLEASING novelty which will
give the fretworker a good deal of
satisfaction in cutting, and at the
same time provide a practical aid to
mother in the kitchen, is this egg-timer.
Set against a Dutch motif, the eggtimer 'works' on the sails of the windmill, the half containing the sand being

set at the top, and when this has all
passed through to the bottom half, the
egg is 'done to a turn'.
This being Bank Holiday week when
thousands of our readers will probably
be enjoying themselves in the sun at the
seaside, it is probably a bit too early to
talk of Christmas, but it would be as well

to bear this design in mind when
thinking about Christmas presents. A
novelty such as this would be a very
acceptable gift with a definite 'personal'
touch, and the reasonable cost makes it
an attractive proposition.
Simple Construction
By looking at the design it will be
appreciated that construction is very
simple. Trace all parts on to the wood,
which in all cases is iin. thick, and cut
out with a fretsaw. Take care with the
cutting, particularly when coming to the
sails, which should be perfectly symmetrical.
After cleaning up the pieces with
glasspaper, glue the Dutch figure on to
the main piece as indicated by the
broken lines on the design sheet. Then
glue on the backing piece provided in
the kit, which accentuates the wording
'Time for an Egg'.
The assembly thus far should now be
• Continued on page 276
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NOVELTY
You

Can

A KITE with long tails flying high
is a common sight, but shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 is a kite that will
fly very successfully without a tail at all.
It is called a Malay kite. There is
nothing very difficult about making it,
but the sizes are important, so do not
depart from them. Properly made it will
give a pull on the string of about lOlbs.
in a moderate wind, and this is quite
good for a kite of this size.
For a kite 2ft. bins, by 2ft. bins., you
will require two sticks of hickory birch
or ash |in. square and 2ft. bins. long.

Make

a

Tailless

end of the vertical stick as shown in
Fig. 3 and a double hook (Fig. 4) is
required on each end of the cross-stick.
These hooks may be fixed with small
screws, care being taken not to split the
wood. The completed sticks should be
given two good coats of shellac to
preserve them against the weather.
The cloth may be of 'lining' or
parachute silk, although almost any
thin light material will do. It should be
strong as it has to withstand fairly
heavy strains. When cutting to shape an
allowance of Jin. all round must be
made for a hem, which is stitched over a

Kite

till the cross-stick is bellied out by
exactly 3ins., the string being tied
securely (Fig. 2).
A buttonhole must be made in the
cloth to allow the hook on the vertical
rib to pass through. The belly-band is
fastened to the hooks at the bottom and
centre of the vertical stick. The band
must be long enough to stretch over to
one corner of the cross-stick as shown
in Fig. 2. The flying string is tied
firmly to a solid brass ring at this point.
The two sections of the belly-band
string must be 29ins. and 1 Sins, long, to
make the kite fly at the correct angle to
the flying string.
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The two sticks are laid across each
other at a point SJins. down from the
top. The sticks must not be nailed.
Cleats of iin. square stock should be
glued and bound with cord as shown in
Fig. 3. A hook is required on the
vertical rib and should be bound into
place along with the cleats.
The ends of the sticks must be bound
or fitted with brass ferrules to prevent
the wood splitting. A single hook made
from thin brass sheet is required on each

picture wire or thin flexible electric cable
fixed to a brass ring at each end as
shown in Fig. 5. The corners of the kite
cloth must be reinforced with pieces of
the same cloth as shown. The cloth is
fixed to the frame by simply slipping the
rings over the hooks.
The frame must be bowed by stretching a string between the other two side
hooks on the cross-bar and stretching
274

All is now ready for flying. The kite
can be taken to pieces and rolled up
into a very small space for transport and
re-erected on the flying site. Properly
made the Malay kite will fly well and
will be the envy of all boys in the
district, who have only kites with long
and ugly tails.
(T.M!)

SOME

INTERESTING

COMMEMORATIVES
By L. P. Veale
AG RE AT deal of the interest in
stamp collecting comes from the
many commemorative stamps
that are issued. Although we can glean
quite a lot of information from pictorial
stamps, we should remember to use
considerable judgment when viewing
this type for instruction.
As an example, take the very attractive set of stamps issued in 1917 by
the Mozambique Company. On this set
we see pictures showing ivory, maize,
indiarubber, sugar, tobacco, coffee,

on July 1st, 1867, that Canada came
into being. Under the British North
America Act the provinces of Upper
and Lower Canada (Ontario and
Quebec), Nova Scotia and New Brunswick were united under the title of
'The Dominion of Canada'. The act
was so framed that the other territories
could at a later date join and come in.

The 4th of July is kept as Independence Day in the United States of
America and this was commemorated
in 1926, for that year the U.S.A.
issued a stamp showing the Liberty Bell.
This bell which appeared in the design
of the stamp is the bell which hangs in
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, for
it was in Philadelphia that the Declaration of Independence was signed in
1776. The picture shown on the 24c.
.Stamp of 1869 is from a painting by
Trumbull which hangs in the Capitol.
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
*. ■
m*

tm
Canada, 1867-1927
orange-trees, cotton, sisal, coco-palms,
mango-groves and cattle breeding—a
really formidable array, yet the whole of
the Portuguese East Africa with an
area of nearly 300,000 square miles has
exports to the value of only £20 million.
Compare this with the first pictorial set
issued by the Gold Coast, Although
there are twelve pictorial designs, only
three show products, two the main
product, cocoa, and the third a manganese mine. Now the Gold Coast has
an area only one-twelfth of the Portuguese East Africa, yet it exports fourand-a-half times as much, and the cocoa
exports of the Gold Coast are alone
worth twice the total value of all the
exports of P.E.A. This, then, should
show how necessary it is to use care
when studying pictorial stamps.
The above remarks, however, should
not apply when considering commemorative stamps, as these will have
been prepared so as to bring one certain
and definite point to the fore. July is a
month which has had many happenings
of sufficient importance to be commemorated on stamps and we will now
consider some of these, and it should be
noticed how well the designer has
managed to combine a pleasing effect
with a suitable design.
July 1st is commemorated as Dominion Day in Canada, because it was

France—Robespierre, 1794
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Rhodes Centenary, 1853-1953
iplIP;

U
U.S.A. Liberty Bell, 1776-1926
and, of course, the other states have
since joined. The last to join was
Newfoundland, on April 1st, 1949. In
1927 a set of five stamps was issued to
commemorate the Confederation, the
values and designs being:—1c. Sir
J. A. Macdonald; 2c. A reproduction of
a painting by Robert Harris 'The
Fathers of the Confederation"; 3c. A
view of Parliament Buildings, Ottawa—
a very similar design to that of the one
dollar of the 1928 set. The 5c. shows a
portrait of Sir W. Laurier and the 12c.
is illustrated in this article. This map
shows the area of land which comprised
Canada in 1867, coloured black, then
the area containing practically the
whole of Canada labelled 1927. Notice
that Newfoundland Island and that part
of the mainland belonging to Newfoundland is coloured white.
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IF
Louis Bleriot flies the Channel,
25th July 1909
Cecil John Rhodes was born on
July 15th, 1853, and there was a commemorative issue from Southern Rhodesia 100 years later. There were five
stamps in this issue, they are quite low
values id.. Id., 2d., 4td. and 1/-, and
each stamp brings to light by means of
some little picture an aspect of the value
of Rhodes' work for Rhodesia. The
id. stamp, for instance, pictures the
early and primitive way of doctoring,
while in the background is a modern
hospital. The Id. value cleverly shows
the difference in agriculture then and
now, and the 2d. shows a silhouette of a
modem town in the foreground and a
picture of primitive huts of 100 years
ago in the background. The 4id.
indicates the advance in the water
• Continued on page 278

Three

Simple

THE handyman can always be busy
and happy if he keeps a stock of
headings, mouldings and dowel
rods, and looks around the local
second-hand shop for possible items to
make into useful articles for the home.
The interest is in stripping down these
items and preparing to get the first coat
of stain or paint on.
Vegetable Holder
What a blessing the small vegetable
holder can be to the housewife when she
has a large number to store. The holder

Jobs

Home
By

illustrated in Fig. 1 was made from a
cheap cheese drum, but often the
greengrocer has a similarly shaped
article. All the construction necessary is
to fit on three or four short legs of
Hins. by 1-J-ins. stripwood to give it

the

Handyman
Victor Sutton

reasonable clearance from the ground.
The wood is rather rough, but a strip of
a linoleum oddment can be fitted round
and tacked in position. Drill a few holes
in the base and an old circular tin tray
will be handy to catch the dirt from
potatoes.
Portable Food Safe
Not every house has a refrigerator,
and in any case during the summer

is

Fig. 1

for

months we often have far more food in
the pantry than we can cover. Shown in
the sketch Fig. 2 is a neat and light
frame made from lin. by lin. stripwood.
It is 24ins. long by 9ins. high and 15ins.
deep, with the front panel made to
open. The centre cross-bar holds the

handle so that it is easy to move around.
The whole framework is covered with
the light perforated zinc or wire sheeting
as sold at ironmongers' shops for this
purpose.
The Old Hall-Stand
It is really surprising what we can do
with the old and wobbly hall-stand
which nobody seems to waftt today.
Some second-hand dealers have them
lined up just waiting for the handyman.
Quite a sound one can be had for 10/made in the very best wood, although
probably covered by many coats of
stain which must be removed.
What can be made of it depends on
the style, but most of these stands had
three very good mirrors, and as these
are already in complete frames, they
only need to be cut out as shown in
Fig. 3. One of the main uprights can be
cut and shaped as shown, and the larger
and centre mirror can be fitted first.

• Continued from page 273
Dutch
painted, appropriate colours for the
whole article being indicated on the
design sheet.
It will be noted that two washers
have been cut and these are to provide
easy movement of the sails in order to
adjust the egg timer. One of these
washers is glued to the back of the sails
in the centre, and the other on the body
YOU CAN BUY A KIT
For making this article, you can
obtain Kit No. 3118, containing
wood, egg-timer, thonging, backing material and screws, from any
Hobbies branch, or post free from
Hobbies Ltd., Derehara, Norfolk,
price 3/2.

Windmill Egg-Timer
of the mill. A hole, where indicated, is
drilled through the sails and washer
sufficiently to allow easy movement of
the sails when screwed to the mill
through the other washer. The sails
should be painted (white is suggested)
before being screwed on to the mill.
Now the glass 'timer' can be thonged
in position on the sails. Take the
thonging under diagonally and then
over and under at (A) as shown on the
design sheet; then under diagonally
again and over and under at (B);
coming under diagonally again at (A),
finally tying the two ends in a bow.
This will hold the 'timer' securely.
With the strut glued in position in the
centre of the back, the egg-timer is now
ready to stand on the kitchen shelf and
serve its useful purpose.
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Fig. 3
The two smaller side mirrors can then
be fitted just about 6ins. from the end of
the main upper bar. This arrangement
gives ample room for at least six of the
bronze-coloured coat hooks.
On such a job as this the flat and
quite cheap angle brackets are handy,
and in any case the two narrow mirrors,
having lost one bar of their frame, will
need a little support to keep them in
shape.
The fitment will be improved by a
coat of stain, and, if it was intended to
have this only for holiday occasions or
when there are many more things to
hang up than usual, it can be made
portable by adding two strong screw-in
hooks to the top edge of the batten.
With two fairly stout curtain rings it can
be looped on to two picture hooks of
the curl-up type.

ROD AND LINE
Summer
By Arthur Sharp
THE tench is somewhat distinctive
from other fish sought by the
angler in summer. There's no
mistaking it. Handsome, in its olivegreen sides and dark-green back, and
its big inky-hued fins. Its powerful tail,
rounded on the edges, is coloured as
though stained with blue-black ink. Its
scales are small and smooth, and its eyes
rimmed with orange. In general, plump
and well-fed-looking, as befits a fish
living easy and comfy.
Here's a grand fish to try for during
your summer holidays, for the tench is
primarily a creature that enjoys hot
weather, and feeds better during July,
August and September than later on in
the year.
Where shall we find tench? Well,
they are widely distributed, and we have
not far to travel to seek them. Slowflowing, deepish rivers; weedy canals;
lakes; ponds; old brick pits; clay pits;
gravel holes; moats, and reservoirs.
Weedy and muddy waters suit these fish.
The weedier the water, the better they
like it.
In some waters, tench attain out-size
proportions. Specimens of up to 51bs.
and over are occasionally recorded. The
record rod-caught tench for English
waters is one of 8lbs. 8ozs. from a
Leicester canal, caught by M. Foode in
1950. The average size seems to be
between 21bs. and 3 lbs. Even tench of
lib. give pretty sport.
Equipment
Seeing that tench often lurk among
weeds your tackle must be strong.
Nothing finer than 3x gut or Nylon for
the hook length should be entertained,
with a plaited silk line of not less than
61bs. breaking strain. Or you can use
Nylon of similar strength. Hooks
should be Nos. 9 and 10 'crystal' or
'Model Perfect' patterns.
Use a fairly small float, preferably of
the self-cocking type. A small goose
quill with red tip, carrying one, or at
most two, split-shot to weight it will
answer as well. Remember the fewer the
number of shots when fishing quiet
waters like ponds and canals the better,
as they make less splash and disturbance when you drop in the baited
hook.
Your general rod of from 10ft. to
12ft. of light cane, with a similar reel to
the types used for roach and bream
fishing, will be found suitable for tench
fishing. A longer rod is recommended

Fishing

for

Tench

"""

A likely haunt of tench
where there is a wide margin of weeds to
cope with.
Don't omit your landing-net as used
in general float-fishing. A basket that
also fulfils the object of a seat is handy.
If you intend to bring home some of the
fish you catch, carry a home-made linen
or similar bag to put the fish in before
consigning them to the creel—an old
pillow-slip will do. This advice will be
appreciated when you come to handle
tench, for these fish are covered with a
coat of mucous, which can be scraped
off in handfuls. Another tip, take an old
towel with you to wipe your hands after
unhooking a fish. Indeed, we might go
further and suggest you wear an old
apron whilst fishing for tench, as many
anglers do when bream-fishing; it will
save your clothes!
How to Set About Your Job
When after tench, set your stage
wisely before you begin your job. Clear
a space among the weeds, if necessary,
tearing out the tough-stemmed vegetation by means of a drag or longhandled rake (a few yards of barbed
wire, roughly rolled up and secured to a
cord, and thrown into the weedy spot,
will also be useful). Draw the spiky
bundle across to shift the tangled
bottom weeds, with which most tench
ponds are carpeted. Clearing should be
carried out the day before you start
fishing. You may ground-bait the
cleared places with soaked bread mixed
277

with a bit of clay, to which a few
maggots or worms are added. Actually,
there is little need for a lot of groundbaiting when tench-fishing.
Wide Choice of Baits
For hook-baits you have a wide
choice. We may suggest, among others,
slugs, snails, red worms, maiden lobs,
brandlings, wasp grubs, maggots,
various pupae dug up from the garden,
paste made from bread and sweetened
with honey, caterpillars, etc.; but a
small red worm, toughened by keeping
a few days in damp, clean moss, is a
bait for tench that takes some beating.
Tench bite best from dawn in high
summer to around 9 o'clock, and again
from sunset to dark and after, on a warm
night. But this does not mean that you
need be idle all the afternoon, for at
times tench will feed on and off right
through the day. For that matter, we
have known tench to be bashful at
breakfast-time; with these fish you can
never be sure—they are apt to be
uncertain in their feeding times. You
may get a run of good sport one day,
and the next day register a blank.
Patience and perseverance are virtues
to be practised by the beginner seeking
the lazy tench drowsing in their weedy
lairs. But once you find them in really
hungry mood the experience is worth
waiting a few blank outings for.
• Continued on page 282

loid in this until a fairly syrupy solution
is obtained. This is best done by leaving
the mixture aside in a well-corked
hi
bottle and giving an occasional shake.
u
Stir in enough whiting to give adequate
sopacity. Any thinning needed can be
mmr
%
done by adding a mixture of equal
volumes of the, above solvents. Collodion and the thinning solution, by the
way, are also inflammable.
water and a detergent, and follow by
Chemical Query
*
*
*
rpHERE is a substance, compound or washing off with clean warm water. Do
not
use
more
water
than
is
absolutely
Polishing Rubber Floors
J. otherwise, which if held in a flow of
coal gas {unlighted) will glow and so necessary. Another method is to use a Vy/ILL you please advise me the best
wallpaper
cleanser,
which
is
sold
in
the
KK way to remove old polish and
ignite the gas. Can you please tell me
what the substance is, and, if it is a form of a rubber-like block and is used water stains from rubber flooring?
dry;
it
removes
most
of
the
dirt
and
Perhaps you could also suggest the best
compound, how it is made? (E.G.—
stains, and is probably the safest course type of polish to use, as I find great
Kingston-on- Thames.)
to
follow.
Most
garages
and
motor
difficulty in getting a decent surface on
THE most usual substance is spongy
platinum. This can be made in accessory shops sell various special this flooring. {F.B.—St. Albetns.)
preparations
for
hood
renovating,
avail-'
AS the polish stains are likely to be
several ways. One is to fuse chloroof wax basis, a layer of blotting
piatinic acid with excess sodium nitrate able in various colours. Use these in
accordance
with
the
maker's
instrucpaper plus pressure from a not too hot
in a crucible. Allow to cool, wash out
tions.
iron will remove most. A scrub over the
soluble matter with water and filter off
floor with hot soap and soda water will
the spongy platinum. Dry and gently
*
*
*
clean up the rubber. This type of floor
compress into pellets. Chloroplatinic
covering does not take kindly to the
acid may be had from laboratory
general run of polishes, but if covered
furnishers at about £1 per gram.
Sealing Medicine Bottles
Platinised asbestos may also be used PLEASE give me the formula for the with a coat of elastic varnish, it may be
possible
to use a floor polish over it.
for this catalytic lighting of coal gas,
liquid solution usually used in sealing
and costs about 5/- per gram from medicine bottles—usual colour, white. Try lino paint.
similar sources.
(R.C.—Biggar.)
*
*
*
SOLUTIONS of various plastics can
He
*
*
Painting Over Creosote
be used for bottle capping. Collodion
mixed with whiting can be used. For /HA VE a bungalow, the wooden
Cleaning a Car Hood
exterior of which has been coated
thinning, use a mixture of 3 volumes of
T TO W can I clean the canvas hood of ether and 1 volume meths. Industrial with creosote. I wish to paint over these
JLJ.my car, which is off-white and meths. should be used, as this is un- surfaces and understand I may have
beginning to look very dirty? {E.G.— coloured, but as a licence is required for difficulty in doing this. Can you advise me
this, ordinary meths. will have to be as to type of paint I should use? {D.R.—Stondon.)
WITHOUT full knowledge of the employed, the colour of which should AM.)
condition of the canvas and the not unduly affect the white. An alterna- THE whole of the creosoted surface
of the bungalow should be well
method by which it has been water- tive is a celluloid solution which can be
proofed, it is not possible to do more produced pure white. Mix equal volumes dusted down, then painted with painter's
than generalise. In most cases the hood of acetone and amyl acetate (both knotting, leave until thoroughly dry
can be cleaned by washing with warm inflammable) and dissolve scrap cellu- then paint as usuah
#Continued from page 275
the pioneers; the first, that of Hawker,
ends abruptly in the ocean, then there is
clearly marked the route of Sir J.
Alcock and Brown, as well as the first
Stamp Collector s Corner
east to west flights. This is rather a
supply—dipping water from a water Rouen on the 2fr., Caen, as mentioned, valuable stamp, but a good illustration
hole and a modern waterworks com- on the 2fr. 40c. and St. Malo on the 4fr. can be found in any catalogue.
For the last of the July commemorapared, while the 1/- stamp compares stamp. These are rather awesome
transport—the old ox team, the modern reminders of what some of the French tives let us take some of the stamps of
France, the set showing the portraits of
railway, and the still more modern towns had to endure.
On the 25th July occurred what must some of the revolutionaries. On the
aeroplane. Although not actually issued
for the Rhodes Centenary the Hd. surely be termed the first milestone in 15fr. stamp is found a portrait of
stamp of the 1940 Golden Jubilee of the air travel, .for it was on that date, in Robespierre who died on the 28th of
British South Africa Company shows 1909, that Bleriot first crossed the July, 1794. He was a lawyer, and his
an excellent portrait of C. J. Rhodes. It English Channel in an aeroplane that speech advocating the death of the
is, in fact, a better design for a com- certainly would not get a first-class king without any trial gained him the
memorative stamp than any of those certificate of air worthiness today. The support of Danton (whose portrait also
stamp, as you can see if you look care- appears in this set). His power did not
that appeared in 1953.
In 1944, on the 9th of July, Caen was fully at the bottom left-hand corner, has last very long and he was himself
guillotined without any trial.
captured, and if we look on the 2fr. 40c. the date, 25th Juillet 1909.
These notes have shown how stamps
An interesting stamp, although it is
value of the 1945 set commemorating
the destruction of the French towns, we not really a commemorative, is the 1931 provide the medium by which we can
find a picture of Caen. Four towns are air stamp from Newfoundland, the $1 recognise many commemorations. It is
shown—or rather the ruins of four— value. On that, there is a map of the up to us to look out for these and to
they are Dunkirk on the Ifr. 50c., Atlantic Ocean with the seven routes of profit by them.
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SOUND ADVICE
Take

Care

LIKE human beings, pianos are
very much subject to atmospherical
changes, temperature, and treatment. They, too, need to be well looked
after if they are to be expected to give of
their best. They prefer a dry atmosphere
with a moderate temperature. They
need a tonic in the form of regular
tuning—say, quarterly—and occasional
'action' regulation.
When something is wrong with one
of our 'parts' we obtain the best available medical advice and attention. The
average pianoforte possesses some
ten thousand separate parts! If any of
these become faulty, as they sometimes
do through usage and wear, only an
expert should undertake the required
mechanical attention, or you will
probably find yourself incurring additional expenditure through damage
caused by an inexperienced mechanic.
The tone quality of a pianoforte will
suffer, and sound harsh or 'tinny' if the
hammer feltings become worn or
hardened. The touch of a pianoforte
will become heavy and stiff through the
effects of damp, a bad state of 'regulation', or the need for reburnishing of
frictional contacts. Keys may become
too deeply discoloured for home treatment. These troubles can all be remedied
by a highly skilled piano craftsman.
Moths, mice and woodworm can
cause damage to pianos. Keep the
instrument clear of these at all costs if
you want to preserve it in good
condition.
A piano will lose some of its resonance if it is placed on a thick carpet.
This is well worth remembering if you
find it necessary to eliminate a certain
amount of sound, for instance, where the
music room is in a flat.
'Sympathetic Vibration'
Always keep the key-fall open, i.e.,
the lid which covers the keys, and keep
the piano top clear. Some people seem
to take a delight in covering the piano
top with generations of photos in metal
and other types of frames, not to
mention the accumulation of vases and
various trinkets. Little do they realise
how much they are thus spoiling the
effect of the music, and inducing
unintended vibrations to mingle with
it; for 'sympathetic vibration' can occur
between a pqrticular note played on the
piano and an article, such as a vase,
even at the other end of the room.
During very cold or damp weather,
the interior can be 'aired' by opening
back the half-top after the room has
been warmed, and leaving it open for
two or three hours.

of Your

Says E. M. Blackman
For cleanliness, and especially from
the health point ^of view where several
people use the instrument • (as in the
case of private music teachers with
numerous pupils), the keys should be
cleaned regularly. This should be done
in addition to the normal dusting which
is required so much oftener when a
coal fire is in use in the room. A clean
water-damped cloth is the only essential,
although a little methylated spirits can
be used if the soiling is bad.

Piano
Avoid using a 'fluffy' type of cloth, as
the bits are liable to rub off and get
between the keys. Rub carefully over
each one separately, and then rub dry
with another clean cloth. The casework
can always be revived by the use of a
good non-greasy 'piano-polish reviver'.
Finally, every player can do much to
help maintain the good condition of
this worthy instrument by treating it
like a true musician, i.e., not thumping
the keys and not forcing down the
pedals, and, perhaps, even more important—by riot leaving cigarette ends
anywhere at all on the piano, and
certainly not on the keys.

Patterns are on page 287 for making
A

Novel

Push-Along Toy
pieces of iin. wood, and one cross-piece
of fin. wood 4Jins. long. Bore holes to
take two screws which should revolve
freely. The handle is let into the cross-

CROSS PI ECBJ

IN this toy the revolving drum is
partly filled with coloured beads,
which are tumbled about when the
toy is pushed along. It proves fascinating
to young children, who are always
attracted by colours and movement.
The drum is made up from two iin.
thick circles of wood and these are held
together by a number of 4ins. lengths of
iin. diameter round rod as shown in
Fig. 1. The circles are shown full-size on
the pattern page. A dozen or so beads
may be inserted before final assembly.
They must, of course, be painted first.
The wooden beads can be obtained
from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk,
price 10id. per dozen (No. 81).
The bracket is made up of two side
279

Fig. 1
piece as shown in the picture of the
finished toy. The handlebar is made
from a piece of lin. by lin. stripwood
to the measurements shown on the
pattern page. Apply paint in bright
colours after cleaning up with glasspaper.
(M.p.)

STRAIGHTFORWARD
WOODWORK
An Easily
Work
90
"O
90
90
By
A. Eraser

After sawing off the lengths, each leg
should be treated as shown in Fig. 1. In
the two outer sides at the top of each
leg a step is cut S^ins. by 4-'n- (The
plywood front, back and sides are

THERE is, it seems, always a great
need, whether in the house or the
workroom, for a light generalpurpose table. An additional boon are
drawers, where things can be stored
tidily away, instead of making the
whole room untidy.
Here is a table that can be put to
many uses and which will be a useful
acquisition for anyone. It is primarily
designed for use in a hobbies workroom, but would be found of great
service in the kitchen, as well.
No special variety wood is necessary,
and it does not need any particular
skill to produce. Even a newcomer to
carpentry could experience no difficulty
in its construction. All jointing liable to
deter the average person has been
avoided, and only the simplest forms of
construction are used.
Yet, despite this, the table when
finished is quite presentable and not
unattractive.
The dimensions are given, but they
can be altered to suit one's own needs.
This is easily done, once the constructional methods are grasped.
Start with the legs. These should be
cut from l^ins. by Hins. square wood.
The length of each leg is 29ins., which
will eventually raise the table to a
height of something over 30ins. This
will be found to be a satisfactory
working height.

Made

Table

square wood. The front and the back
should be 36ins. long, and the sides and
the cross-piece 18ins.
The members of the frame are joined
by simple halved joints as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The cross-member, however,
has about two-thirds of its depth cut
away, while the back and front frame
members (into which the cross-piece
fits) have only one-third of their depth
taken out, Fig. 2(b).
Holes are bored in the joining parts
of the above, preparatory for screws in
the final assembly.
Cut out the plywood sides next.
These should be 17fins. by 6)|ins. by
j) in. thick. Use the square to get the
angles true.
The back and front can now be
made. The back is easily done, being

O

Fig. 2(a)

CD

Fig. 1
accommodated in this recess, so it is a
good idea to test with a piece of ^in.
ply at this stage to see if it lies flush and
level with the outer face of the leg.)
When sawing back the leg top, as
above, make full use of the square to get
the cut straight and true.
Next, the frame of the top of the table
can be made. This should be of 1 f^ins.
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Fig. 2(b)

merely a plain oblong 36ins. by 6-}| ins.
by ft in. thick. A similar oblong is sawn
out for the front. On this, the outlines
of the drawer fronts must be drawn in,
as correctly as possible. These are 4iins.
in depth and IS-Jins. wide. The top edge
is 1-fein. from the top edge of the
plywood front, and the side is 2ins.
from the end of the plywood. The

(When the drawer is pushed home, the
front occupies exactly the same position
it occupied before being cut out.)
The drawers may now be constructed,
using the pieces just cut out (above).
Figs. 3 and 4 will make the details
clear. The sides of the drawer consist of
iin. thick board, 4-Jms. wide and 17ins.
long. The bottom is of plywood -Jin. or

back and front members of the top
frame. Glue and panel pins should be
used; screws are used to fix the frame
at the corners, the screw penetrating into
the top of the leg. The cross-piece on the
top must not be forgotten.
A T-square should be used during the
above operations, to true up the
structure.
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Fig

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
distance between the two drawer
outlines will be seen to be lin. The
bottom of the drawers is also lin. from
the bottom edge of the plywood. Fig. 3
will make all this clear.
It will be noticed that the corners of
the drawer outline are well rounded,
this being advantageous.
When the outlines of the drawers
have been drawn satisfactorily, they
can then be sawn out with a fretsaw.
The better job made of this, the better
the appearance of the table.
The pieces sawn out should not be
thrown away, as they are used for the
actual fronts of the drawers themselves.

in. thick. This rests on ledges of
square stripwood or triangular fillet
about |in. thick. The back is of similar
plywood. The bottom will measure
14Jins. by 17ins., while the back will be
1 S-j-ins. by 4ins.
Note that the outer edges of the top
and bottom of the side pieces are
rounded off to agree with the rounded
corners of the drawer front. Glue and
fine panel pins are used to fix the parts
together. The final touch to the drawers
is to add suitable knobs. The style of
these is left to the reader.
The next thing to do is to take two
end legs, a short side of the top frame,
and one plywood side. First fix the
plywood side to the two legs with glue
and nails or screws. Then attach the top
member, again using glue and nails.
Then lay the assembly (outside
down) on the floor, and measure 5ins.
down each leg from the top of the leg
(not the top member). This is to mark
the position of the rail along which the
drawer runs. The rail can next be made,
consisting of two lin. by jin. spars
joined together at right angles with
screws. The length should coincide with
the distance apart of the legs (cut-out
parts). This rail should be fixed with
glue and nails, so that the bottom of it
lies over the line marked on the legs.
Fig. 5 makes this clear.
The members of the other side of the
table should be treated similarly.
The two assemblies can then be
joined to each other by fixing on the
back and front plywood, and also the
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A plywood oblong is next sawn out
and fixed with glue and panel pins to the
top frame. This is the table top and
need not be more than ^in. or ^in.
thick. When the glue has set, the edges
can be cleaned up and rounded off with
glasspaper.
The middle rail, which acts for both
drawers, in the centre of the table
should then be made. This is made up
of lin. square stripwood, to which is
fixed a flat piece 2ins. to 2 jin$. wide and
|in. thick. The length of this, of course,
is that from plywood back to front. It is
fixed in position by glue and pins. Its
position is shown in Fig. 3.
Next, round off the outside edge of
each leg (at any rate, the two front legs,
which show). Do this right up to the top
of the table. It takes away the rather
unsightly cut-off edge of the plywood
front. A small plane can be used first,
then the glasspaper block used to finish
off.
The table can be varnished, waxed or
painted according to personal taste.
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
FLASHBULB
Philips Electrical Ltd. have
introduced the PF.1/97 (Blue)
'Photoflux' Capless Flashbulb for
colour photography. The new
flashbulb is specially coated to
give equivalent daylight at o a
colour temperature of 6,000 K.
It costs lOd. and can be used with
all daylight colour materials,
either as the sole source of
illumination or for supplementing
daylight.

EASY TO MAKE
A

USEFUL

PEG
Just right
for the
busy
housewife
THE busy housewife will welcome
this labour-saving gadget. It is
designed to hook on the line and
slide along as she pegs out the linen. No
more lost pegs; they are always at hand
and can be carried from the house by
the convenient handle provided.

BOX

When assembling the box, insert the
piece of round rod into the holes in the
ends, screw the floor in place and
finally secure the sides. Countersunk
screws should be used throughout and
the heads afterwards covered with

The sides can be 12ins. or 1 lins. long
by 5ins. wide as shown in Fig. 2, and
cut from iin. thick material. They are
screwed between the ends. The bottom
of the box is made from the same
material and goes between the ends and
sides. It will measure 12ins. by Sins.

r
Fig. 3
-a
12 INS.
OINS

Fig. 2
Fig. 1
Construction is quite simple; in fact,
the whole article can be completed in an
evening. There are no intricate shapes
to cut out, the ends being the only
pieces which are not straight.
Inch Squares
Squared lines are given to show you
the approximate shape of the ends. You
simply enlarge these to lin. and then
draw in as shown in Fig. 1. Note that
the hook pieces which go over the line
are part of the end shape.
The grain of the wood should run
from top to bottom to give the greatest
strength. Cut the ends from Jrin. wood
and include a hole in each to take a
piece of Jin. diameter round rod which
forms the handle. The hole and the
outline are cut with a fretsaw after first
drilling the hole to take the sawblade.

plastic wood. Fig. 3 shows how the
various pieces fit together.
Finish
Clean up the box with glasspaper and
give two or three coats of plastic
enamel paint. Rub each coat down with
glasspaper or silicon carbide paper
used wet and then apply the final coat.
The result will be an article which will
look smart and last for years.
(M.h.)

♦ Continued from page 177
Summer Fishing for Tench
Tench are wary and cautious with a
bait; they do not grab and gorge it
quickly as some fish do, but take their
time. When you suspect a tench to be
nibbling at your bait, remember the
sergeant-major's familiar drill command—'Wait for it—wait for it!'
Tench often seem to nose and suck,
or trifle with the worm or other bait. If
the fish persists for a while, try slowly
drawing the bait along thp bottom for a
few inches—this may tempt the wary
creature to grab it and make sure of the
titbit for his breakfast.
When you see your float rise in the
water and lie flat for a bit, this shows
the fish has taken hold and is rising
with the bait. Strike gently but firmly.
Sometimes the float registers a bite by
merely twitching or jerking, then after
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a second or two moves a little along the
surface, to stop again, and repeat—
finally it slides under water. Strike then
and get the hook home.
Hold the fish when hooked. Keep
him from the reed entanglements. He
will bore for the bottom. There is no
leaping out of the water or dashing
about like dace and trout do, but a
dogged and stubborn pulling. He bores
down—down; and tries to get his nose
in the mud and bottom weed. The
efforts of a hefty tench are forceful; but
bring his head to the surface and keep it
there by exerting pressure on the line,
and he will soon yield. But the tackle
must be strong; remember, weak stuff is
no good when you have to keep a real
'whopper' from burying himself in the
weedy jungle.

WRffn EXPERIMENTAL
yjjyj KITS

NEWfor

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Here is home study of the most
effective kind under expert tutors.
There is no better way of studying
for an examination, starting a new
hobby or for a career in industry.
These special courses comprise
the most modern methods of
postal tuition, combined with a
Practical Kit of parts (which remains your property).
COURSES FROM 15/- A MONTH
COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE: Radio, Television,
Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry;
also Draughtsmanship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W.
Radio, Languages, etc.
POST THIS COUPOH TODAY
E.M.I.
| For FREE brochure write: E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
j Dept. 3IX, Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
INSTITUTES
SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
The only Postal
NAME
College which is
part of a world-wide
Industrial Organisation
I 3/8/55
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BOOK OF
MODELS

MODELS of every kind from one plastic ready-touse material — PYRUMA! This book with new
methods—new ideas—shows you howtoacquire simple
skill in making many types of permanent models listed
below. And pages in full colourshow how your models
of animals, buildings, figures, etc., can be painted in
natural tints.

For speed/ fixing

SELF-ADHESIVE

BUILD

YOUR

FOUNTAIN

Tape

Pyruma is supplied, plastic and ready for immediate
use, in air-tight tins, obtainable from your local Ironmonger, Hobbies shop or Art material dealer, from
l/6d. upwards. Finished Pyruma Models can be baked
or air dried to stone hardness ready for colouring
after simple treatment. Send 6d. in stamps with the
coupon below for the book which shows how to make
MODEL RAILWAYS, STATIONS, SIGNAL CABINS, FARM
COTTAGES, SHIPS, FIGURES, ANIMALS, ASH-TRAYS, BOOKENDS, MODEL FURNITURE, PLAQUES, RELIEF MAPS, ETC.

OWN
PEN

Complete kit of parts with full
instructions for assembly. An ideal
constructional gift. A real fountain
pen with maker's guarantee.
8/9 Cash with order
A. FOWL
143 HUMBERSTONE D RI V E, L E I C E ST E R

COUPONTo:

J.H. SAN KEY & SON.ET
Estd. 1857
Dept. H, ILFORD. ESSEX
Enclosed 6d. in stamps for PYRUMA MODELLINGJNSTRUCTION BOOK
addressed to:
NAME (Block letters)
ADDRESS
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OUT OF DOORS
OVERCOMING
MANY of you will be going to
camp for the first time this
year. While tougher conditions
have to be put up with under canvas,
always remember that it is the tenderfoot that eats half-cooked bacon, has
cold feet at night, and whose tent
comes down about his ears. The old
camping hand can turn out food as
good as in the kitchen at home. He
makes himself snug, too, and is continually looking for ways to make
himself (and others) snugger still.
Troubles and difficulties do at times
arise, however, and here are some you
may find with suggestions how to
overcome them.
If you have not taken a palliasse
(that can be filled with hay), then the
actual nature of the ground is important for a good night's rest. Spongy
ground with a nice surfacing of turf is
comfortable to lie on, but clay with a
thin growth of grass can be very like
lying on concrete. If you find the pitch
you are on like this, things can be
improved by rolling a coat and placing
it in the hollow of the back if you sleep
on your back, or in the hollow of the
hip if on your side. This raises the body
just enough to make the hips and legs,
where the hardness is felt, comfortable.
Warm Feet
There is no need to lie awake at
night with your feet like blocks of ice.
Just wrap your blankets round tightly
and thrust the feet (with the blankets)
into your kitbag. This keeps the covers
in position and also keeps in the hot air
from your body.
If without a stove the only way to get
hot drinks and food is by wood fire, and
this can give trouble in lighting just

CAMP

By H. A. Robinson
when you want it most—when the
weather is wet and blustery. A way that
never fails, however, is to make a small
fire first on a discarded tin plate in some
sheltered spot, even just in the tent
HOW -TO
PECS THHT WORK LOOSE
/A/SOET CPOOHO
SECa/vo
PEC
rorePT^
mmTmr/rrrr,

CPICE OVER
HOT
EMBERS
TO H/R
BLRNKETS
RHP
CLOTHES -t*1

r/g HEP£)
EHat-RS 1

doorway. Built to the shape of a cone
it is quite possible to make a diminutive
fire having plenty of "body' on this small
space. When the blaze is going well the
plate is carried out to the usual fireplace and more wood piled round, the
plate being retrieved when a good fire
has been started.
Double Pegging
If a high wind comes up so that the
tent is being threatened with snapped

Hobbles 1956 Handbook
HOBBIES 1956 Handbook, now
With each copy of the Handbook
on sale at newsagents, Hobbies there is given a free design for a model
stockists and branches, contains galleon, the 'Royal Charles', the making
152 pages crammed full of information of which has been simplified by the
for the modeller, fretworker and home provision in the kit of a partly shaped
handyman, and its contents will give hull and with flags, sails and other decorhours of pleasure to ail those with a ations already beautifully colour-printed.
hobby of any kind.
Here, too, 'all under one roof, as it
There are informative articles on the were, are details of hundreds of the kits
making of all sorts of projects, from toys and designs in great variety which
for the kiddies to furniture for the home, Hobbies Ltd. have produced to aid all
while fretworkers will welcome the to make a complete success of their
helpful advice on cutting jigsaw puzzles work.
as a profitable sideline. Marquetry
The Handbook is fine value for 2/-.
enthusiasts are also well catered for in case of difficulty in obtaining a copy,
with a delightful pictorial subject and send a 2/3 p.o. to Hobbies Ltd.,
instructions on how to complete a Dereham, Norfolk, and one will be
colourful picture.
posted to you.
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TROUBLES
guys and tears, 'storm guys' should be
put out. These are lengths of rope
taken from the top of the pole (or poles)
at a long angle and secured with pegs.
The more horizontal pull gives firmness
to even the most wind-whipped tent.
Storm guys are included in the equipment of many tents—but in any case
the
Keep/hc vovp to
y are
easy
U
FEET
wppn
r.'S
P.'.
~I CHT
Candles
"'
really give a
very good
light for a
tent, better,
indeed, than
electric battery lamps
which throw
a light mixed
with shadows,
which is hard
on the eyes.
Candles give
a soft, welldiffused light, but the trouble is that
they go out in the least bit of draught.
This may be avoided, however, by
burning the candle inside an upright
glass jam-jar. If the candle is carefully
placed to start with and the wick kept
trimmed a good illumination is given.
When the ground is soft, or after rain,
no sooner do you knock the peg in
than it works loose again. In the worst
cases a tent with pegs that 'draw' may
come down about your ears. The
remedy is to drive in a second peg
about 1ft. away from the loose one and
then carry a cord from the top of the
main peg to the bottom of the new one,
as shown in the illustration.
Blanket Drier
If the sun decides to hide its face for
several days it is hard to keep the
blankets aired, and without occasional
airing it is very easy for them to become
damp, or at least not as bone dry as
they should be. Even quite damp
blankets can be dried out by making a
frame to go over the fireplace and
letting the damp items rest on this
when the fire inside is but a mass of hot
embers. The frame is made by cutting
several longish and pliable sticks. These
are pushed into the ground some little
distance out from the embers, forming a
circle round them. The tops are bent
and lashed together, thus making a cage.
If sufficient sticks are used and the
lashing tight it will be found that a very
solid framework results which will take
quite a heavy weight. Blankets laid on
imprison the heat and soon dry out
completely.

I. FOR CHISELS AND PLANE IRONS
Flat stones suitable for sharpening any fiatbladed tool, and for outside-bevelled gouges. In
coarse or fine grits of silicon carbide or aloxite
(aluminium oxide). Combination (coarse and
fine) stones also available.

2. FOR GOUGES WITH INSIDE BEVEL
Slipstones of various sizes, in silicon carbide or
aloxite (aluminium oxide), for all tools that
need sharpening on an inside curve.

Sharpening

by

Stones

CARBORUNDUM

3. FOR SHARPENING GIMLETS
Bore a hole with gimlet in hard wood. Fill hole
with silicon carbide grain by carborundum (120
to 180 grit). Work gimlet in hole with a little oil.
Then repeat in a second hole, without oil.

5. FOR SMALL OR INACCESSIBLE
SHARPENING JOBS
carborundum make a complete range of
small sticks of different section and different
grit sizes, for every small sharpening job.

%

4. FOR SHARPENING AUGER BITS
Small stones like these are ideal for sharpening
SOLD BY T00LSH0PS AND GOOD
auger bits and other small tools. Auger bits
HARDWARE STORES EVERYWHERE
should be sharpened so that the bevel is on the
upper side of the cutting blades.
THERE'S A PRODUCT BY
Write for pamphlet^ 'The Art of Sharpening* to Dept. H, The
CARBORUNDUM
Carborundum Company Limited. Responsible organisations may borrow an
entertaining 16 mm. sound filmt in colour, called 'Here's How*, on the same
FOR EVERY SHARPENING JOB
subject, from the same address.
THE CARBORUNDUM CO. LTD. TRAFFOROPARK MANCHESTER 17 L_
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THE
VI TRY
VACUUM SEALER
PRESERVES
AGAIN AND
AGAIN
The remarkable new device which has been
demonstrated sev- "TW
eral times on . . . ' "
# Skin cannot form on Paint, Varnish,
Enamel, etc., left in the tin
# Fruit bottling is easier; quicker
0 Tobacco, chemicals and other commodities will not deteriorate
0 Numerous other uses in the Home,
Factory, Workshop and Laboratory
HOUSEHOLD SIZE 9/6 INDUSTRIAL SIZE 14/6
Write to DEPT. H
VITRY VACUUM SEALERS LTD.,
ASCOT, BERKS.
1IKJyJ
00 AFFERENT
stamps
free! Request
id.
upwards discount
approvals,
wants lists
welcomed.—Bush, 53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone,
Dorset.
FILM Star postcards. Lists free.—International
Filmcard Club, 120 Bournbrook, Birmingham, 29.
LOOK! Stamp tweezers, nickel plated, free.
Send 2id. requesting 25% discount
approvals.—H. Rowley, 50 Waylen Street,
Reading.
STAMPS FREE!! Twenty unused (2id.).—
G. H. Bamett, Limington, Somerset.
MATCHBOX-SIZE crystal sets. All parts—
crystals, instructions, complete, 3/3 post
free.—Baileys, 44 Stanley St., C. Oldham.
TRANSFER graining paper—oaks, walnuts;
samples 1/-; complete range 3/-; roll 16/10.—
H. Decano Co., 20 Clarendon Rd., Jersey.
GENUINE Swiss Musical Movements. Owing
to large purchase now reduced to 14/6 each.
Genuine Foreign Movements 19/3 each, P. & P.
9d. extra on all orders.—Richardson & Forder,
5 Chapel Place, White Haft Lane, London, N.17.
CC to £20 weekly earned at home running
your own Mail Order business. Complete
Course 5/6. — Courses, 28(HB) Dean Road,
London, N.W.2.
BUILD your own T/V and learn about its
operation, maintenance and servicing.
Qualified engineer-tutor available whilst you are
learning and building. Free Brochure from—
E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. HW.58, London, W.4.
(Associated with H.M.V.)

HOBBIES BRANCHES
LONDON
78a New Oxford Street, W.C.I
(Phone MUSeum 2975)
87 Old Broad Street. E.C.2
(LONdon Wall 4375)
81 Streatham Hill, S.W.2
(TULse Hill 8796)
GLASGOW—326 Argyle Street
(Phone CENtral 5042)
MANCHESTER—10 Piccadilly
(Phone CENtral 1787)
BIRMINGHAM—100a Dale End
SHEFFIELD—4 St. Paul's Parade
(Phone 26071)
LEEDS—10 Queen Victoria Street
(Phone 28639)
HULL—10 Paragon Square
(Phone 32959)
SOUTHAMPTON—25 Bernard St.
BRISTOL—30 Narrow Wine Street
(Phone 23744)
MODELS. You can make' lasting stone-hard
models with Sankey's Pyruma Plastic
Cement. Supplied in tins by Ironmongers,
Hardwaremen and Builders' Merchants. Ask for
instruction leaflet.
TOY CASTING MOULDS. Soldiers, sailors,
airmen, etc. 1,000 varieties from 3/- each.
Rubber moulding compound for flexible moulds,
granulated ready for use. 8/6 per lb. Aluminium
moulds for plaster work. S.A.E. for list.
Catalogue 9d.—F. W. Nuthall, 69 St. Mark's
Road, Hanwell, London, W.7,
D TAMPS FREE — Empire Packet including
^Pictorials and Victorians with approvals.—
iobert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth.
A MODEL-MAKER'S 'MUST'S

□
The 'BRITINOL' Spirit Blowlamp
Gives a 3—4 inch flame from methylated
spirit, is ideal for all soldering jobs, and
heats a small iron rapidly. Completely
automatic in action, no pumping necessary. Price 7/- from Hobbies or Halfords
shops, or in case of difficulty, from:
BI-METALS (Britinol) LTD.,
St. Mary's Works, Bridge Road
London, N.9

Hear All Continents
With H.A.C. Short-Wave Receivers.
Suppliers for over 18 years of Radio S-W Receivers of quality.
One-Valve Kit, Price 25/-.
Two-Valve Kit, Price 50/Improved designs with Denco coils. All kits complete with all components,
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering, call and inspect a demonstration receiver, or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive
catalogue.
. .
'H.A.C.' Short-Wave Products (Dept. 22), II Old Bond Street, London, W.I

BRAND NEW U.S.A. OFFICER'S
SLEEPING BAG
MADE IN
FREE
THE U.S.A. WITH
OUTER
These are a
gen. Ameri//
can issue,,
not to be
confused
with spurious imitations on the market. Real 100% wool
inner zipped down the front, with an additional
free waterproof outer, you can sleep in the open.
Comfortable and warm yet rolls up into easy
carrying pack. 29/11, post etc.
1/9.
GERMAN PRISMEX 1
BINOCULARS
6 LENSES x 40 mm COATED
LENSES. Popular Squat Model
No DepositCASH
PRICE 69/6
For wide field viewing, finest
value for German Prismex Binoculars. 5^" x 4^'',
Bending Bar for eye adjustment, centre focus.
Splendid magnification, 3D viewing. Clear Bloomed lenses, wide angle. Sports and holiday use, day
and night lenses. Lightweight model. With case
lanyard and leather straps. Send 2/6 for pack. &
reg., etc. 7 days appro., if satis, send 4/6, then 8
payts. 9/-in 8 months. CASH 69/6. LISTS, TERMS.
Headquarter & General Supplies Ltd.
HOBWX/63,196/200 Coidharbour Lane, Loughboro
June., London, S.E.5. Open Sat., I p.m. Wed.
MAGIC Jumping Card and wonderful
Catalogue 1/-. — DeHempsey, 363 Sandycombe, Kew Gardens, Surrey.
SWISS MUSICAL Mechanism for cigarette
boxes, etc., 18/- post free. S.A.E. for illustration and list of tunes available.—Dept. HW,
Met wood Accessories, Church St., Wolverton,
Bucks. (Trade supplied.)
STOP SMOKING!! Quick Guaranteed remedy.
Free Testing Sample!!—Triumph Remedies
(H3), Exeter.
^TJAINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK (1954
X Ed.). Covers Car, Industrial & Flock Spraying. 3/6, post free, including catalogue of our
Cellulose and Synthetic Paints and all Allied
Sundries and Plant Hire.—Leonard Brooks Ltd.,
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex.
AMERICAN MAGAZINE Subscriptions. One
year Popular Mechanics 30/-. Popular
Science 31/6. Homecraftsman 16/6. Homecraft
18/-. Deltagram 10/6. Free booklet quoting
others.—Willen Ltd. (Dept. 57), 101 Fleet St.,
London, E.C.4.
PLYWOOD; large sizes, 14 lbs. 10/- delivered
(Express) C.W.O. — H. Leader (1920),
Gosford St., Middlesbrough.
PLYWOOD — HARDBOARD — at amazing
low prices. Send S.A.E. for samples and prices
to — N. Gerver, 10 Mare Street, Hackney,
London, E.8.

KITS for OLD TIME SHIPS
Hobbies range of Ship Models includes Elizabeth Jonas, Cutty Sark,
Victory, Mayflower, etc. Complete kits of wood, sail material, guns,
pulleys, cord, etc. with full-size patterns of parts and planed wood
ready to cut out, shape and construct. A fascinating pastime.
Kits for models 7ins. long and upwards
Ask for free illustrated lists at Hobbies Branches or from Hobbies
Limited, Dept. 99, Dereham, Norfolk.
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SEE PAGE 279
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Toy

IT'S

a

HERE!

152 pages packed with interest for the handyman, modeller and home craftsman — all for 2/FREE

DESIGN for a model galleon

Stripwood Toy Making
5

Jigsaw Puzzle Cutting

Coloured Marquetry Picture and Instructions
Modern Furniture Patterns

CATALOGEE OF 1IORRIES FAROES TOOLS A\D KITS, E*c., F<r.
Make sure and get a copy from your
branch or stockist NOW.

newsagent,

Hobbies

Or send 2j3 P.O. to Hobbies Ltd.,

Dept. 99, Dereham, Norfolk, for a post-free delivery.

THE PICADOR PUP
Save ground space with this modern, multi-purpose tool.
PICADOR PUP comprises a wood-turning lathe, a rise and
fall, fully tilting circular saw, a hooded grindstone with
drill sharpening attachment, together with sanding and
drilling attachments also. It GRINDS, including Twist Drill
Grinding, TURNS, SAWS wood, plastics, or soft metals.
SANDS and DRILLS for you. PICADOR PUP is small, compact, hardy, and motor-driven. Cash £6.15.0 or 25/- deposit
and 6 monthly payments of£l.
Leaflet free.

THE MOST VERSATILE TOOL EVER!
HC

&

m
■r*

ELECTRIC PAINT SPRAYER
Cash 75/-. Or 4/-deposit
and 6 monthly payments
of 13/6
4
for
si*
deP

ELECTRIC PAINT STRIPPER
PHIUSHAVE
4/- DEPOSIT
Paint easily, evenly, twice as fast with the
14 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
a»
Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprays paint,
varnish,
etc. Complete with sturdy glass
Try the wonderful Philishave
and
container, flex, nozzles for ceiling sprayElectric Dry Shaver FREE for 14
4
monthly
ing
and
extra nozzle discs for different
days. Send only 5/-deposit (returnliquids. A.C.'—state your actual voltage.
able if not satisfied). Two shaving
payments of
Fully
guaranteed.
Leaflet free.
heads with two 6-bladed cutters have
7/6
unique rotary action which genuinely
shaves — doesn't just snip at the hairs.
Result — better quicker shave. OperOld paint peels off like magic with the Horvell elecates 110/250 volts. A.C./D.C. £7.9.3 cash
tric paint stripper. Easy, even strokes remove paint,
less your deposit. Or 5/- deposit can be
varnish, etc. Four-sided blade for angles and corners.
first payment, followed by 8 monthly
A.C./D.C.—state actual voltage. Cash 30/-. P & PI/-.
payments of £1. 12 months' guarantee.
Extra flex I /- a yard. Spare element 5/6. Leaflet free.
■4#
Try the Viceroy V- VICEROY V-TEN
This
U.S0
ten free for 14 days.
ONLY 5/- DEPOSIT
The aristocrat of
ELECTRIC DRILL 12'BLACK & DECKER KIT
electric
shavers,
made by Rolls
for ONLY £1 deposit
DEPOSIT
Razors.
Voltage
switch changes from
A first-class tool, the Black & Decker
90/250 volts A.C.I
With this Kit you can clean, buff, burnish,
U-l Portable Electric Drill saves hours on
D.C. Guaranteed one
grind and drill. Comprises Sander, Polisher
home and workshop jobs. Drills wood,
year. Cash price
Rubber pad, Lambswool bonnet, 3 sanding
steel,
brick, etc. Steel capacity up to i".
£9.17.8 or send only
discs, one chuck, Allen key, wax and
Also drives sanding discs, polisher pads,
5/- deposit (returnpolish. Cash £9.17.6 or £1 deposit and 8
etc.
Weighs
3Jlb. Fully suppressed.
able if not satisfied),
monthly payments of25/-. With chuck, be£5.19.6 or 12/- deposit and 6 monthly
then 15/- after 14
comes all-purpose drill. Can also be used as driving
payments
of
£1.
Sent on receipt of the
days' trial, balance in 8 monthly payments of 24/-.
unit for lathe and saw attachments. Fully suppressed,
deposit. A.C./D.C. motor, voltages 110 to
Leaflet of this and other Shavers free. State your actual voltage.
250. State your actual voltage.
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One piece i2ins. by 5 l/2ins. by I /4in.
(Hobbies Q4)
FITTINGS
One egg timer (2 I /2ins. long)
One piece of plastic thonging 12ins. long
One piece of backing material Sins, by 2 i /2ins.
One 7/8in. by 2 gauge round-head brass screw
A complete kit of the above materials can be obtained from
HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, NORFOLK
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Handy and economical Starlon is just
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One piece i2ins, by 5 I /2ins. by I /4in.
(Hobbies Q4)
FITTINGS
One egg timer (2 I /2ins. long)
One piece of plastic thonging I2ins. long
One piece of backing material Sins, by 2 I /2ins.
One 7/8in. by 2 gauge round-head brass screw
A complete kit of the above materials can be obtained from
HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, NORFOLK
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